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Topic: Semiconductors Design: Towards a Safer and More Sustainable Future 

Speaker: Brenda Rossi (Allegro Microsystems) 

Abstract: The talk will be about Allegro’s current developments: More efficient power and sensing solutions, aligned 

with SGDs #11 discussing the role of sensors and actuators to keep people safe while driving. Finally, which products 

can be used for green energy applications aligned with SGDs #13, such as saving CO2 emissions. 

MiniBio: Electronics Engineer graduated from Haedo Faculty UTN. She has worked in Motorola and Blackberry as 

Field Test Engineer, involved in products for Argentina, Chile, Paraguay and Uruguay. She is currently working as 

Layout Manager for the Magnetics Position and Angle Sensors group at Allegro Microsystems. 

 

Topic: Disruptive Trends for Healthcare Applications 

Speaker: Agustina Thibaud (Mirai 3D) 

Abstract: In the medical area, new technologies have allowed to achieve new knowledge about human beings and 

also generate new devices and techniques for diagnosis, treatments and patients’ rehabilitation. Aligned with SGDs 

#3 and #9, this talk addresses different techniques and materials used in 3D printing for healthcare. Also, it’ll explore 

how, why and for what this method is, the benefits of using it and its future directions. Furthermore, it’ll introduce 

virtual and augmented reality technology, which role it plays and its influence in the field. 

MiniBio: Agustina Thibaud is an advanced Biomedical Engineering in Favaloro University, doing her thesis on 

augmented reality. She is also an intern in the Bioengineering investigation lab in the same university, in which she 

develops the segmentation and 3D printing of biomodels for surgical planning of congenital heart diseases and works 

in Mirai 3D, a biomedical engineering startup focused on creating 3D biomodels and medical simulators. She is there 

involved in technical tasks, researching the impact and applications of 3D printing on surgeries and educating 

physicians in new technologies. 

 

Topic: When Engineering Meets Life Sciences. How We Use Biology for Human Development. 

Speaker: Mariano Ratto (Adivo Associates) 

Abstract: Since millennia humanity used technology to modify its environment.  The methods that were used in 

agriculture and animal husbandry were not the exception. With selective breeding, humans engineered species with 

the traits that were valuable for us and more suitable for our needs. Genetic engineering is only an evolution of the 

same process and with the discovery of DNA, the techniques advanced considerably to the extent that now we are 

able to modify with great precision life organisms and use life processes to manufacture goods and provide services. 



 
 
MiniBio: Mariano Ratto is a Biomedical Engineer graduated from Favaloro University. He has recently finished his 

master degree in Biotechnology at Columbia University in New York with a Fulbright scholarship. In the hospital 

environment, he worked in programming at the Italian Hospital of Buenos Aires and as technology manager in the 

Gutierrez Hospital. He was also involved in many research projects in several fields including cardiovascular, 

neuroscience and tissue engineering. 

 

Topic: IES/YP Volunteering Opportunities 

Speaker: Victor J. Lifchitz (ICIT SYPA Chair) 

Abstract: IEEE is the world’s largest professional association advancing technology for the benefit of humanity. Even 

being involved, it’s really difficult to know all it has to offer. This talk aims to show the fundamental opportunities 

available for students and young professionals who want to use their technical skills in a collaborative environment 

to engineer a better tomorrow. A second part of this presentation will focus on funding opportunities reserved for 

humanitarian activities, showing past and current projects. 

MiniBio: Electronics Engineer graduated from Universidad Nacional del Sur. He has been involved in many IEEE roles, 

starting as student member to being part of the Argentina Section ExCom as Student Activities Committee Chair. He 

is currently working as Layout Engineer for the Speed Sensors group at Allegro Microsystems and as Robotics and 

Programming Teacher at Punto Techies. He is also the elected Chair of the IEEE Young Professionals Affinity Group 

for the Argentina Section. 

 

 


